Press Release
Solvay and deBotech announced as USA Bobsled and Skeleton technology partners
Alpharetta, GA, January 10th 2018 --- Solvay and deBotech are proud to announce a partnership with USA
Bobsled and Skeleton. Solvay is one of the team’s technology partners and suppliers of advanced carbon fiber
composite materials. deBotech, Solvay’s long standing customer and USA Bobsled and Skeleton’s preferred
carbon fiber manufacturer, has been a team partner for 15 years.
Solvay’s prepregs are developed to offer maximum strength while remaining lightweight, and offers the ability
to create distinctive complex shapes, giving performance equipment high aerodynamic efficiency.
“Solvay has always supported sports and athletes, aiming to break records and leverage the strengths of our
composite materials technology to their advantage, whether it is on the water, in the air, in the velodrome, on
the track or on the snow,” said Carmelo Lo Faro, President of Solvay’s Composite Materials Global Business
Unit. “USA Bobsled and Skeleton is a perfect illustration of that desire for speed and competitive excellence
and we wish them a lot of success in their upcoming international competitions”
“At deBotech we have worked with Solvay’s materials for years across a wide range of high performance
applications,” said Hans deBot, deBotech President and Founder. “It is that experience coupled with our deep
understanding of carbon fiber composite properties that enabled us to partner with USA Bobsled and Skeleton
since 2002.”
Richard Laubenstein, Crew Chief at USA Bobsled and Skeleton added: “We thank our technology partner Solvay
and our manufacturing partner deBotech for providing our team with custom designed high quality carbon
fiber composite equipment. This, in addition to our incredible athletes, will put us in contention for medals in
2018”.

A four-man bobsled team powers the USA sled
off the block at the start before loading for a
race run in the Igls, Austria World Cup in
December 2017.

A skeleton competitor
prepares to load his sled at
the start of the Lake Placid,
N.Y. World Cup race in
November 2017.
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About Solvay Composite Materials
Solvay’s new Global Business Unit Composite Materials is a global provider of technologically advanced lightweighting material
solutions that enable our customers in the aerospace, automotive and other demanding industries to design, develop and
efficiently manufacture high-quality, high-performance and complex composite structures. Composite Materials has the most
extensive product portfolio, including prepregs, resin systems, adhesives and surfacing films, carbon fiber, textiles, tooling and
vacuum bagging consumables, thanks to its leadership in advanced materials science, chemistry and application engineering. Solvay
Composite Materials combines the former Cytec Aerospace Materials and Industrial Materials businesses.
About Solvay
Solvay is a multi-specialty chemical company, committed to developing chemistry that addresses key societal challenges. Solvay
innovates and partners with customers in diverse global end markets. Its products and solutions are used in planes, cars, smart
and medical devices, batteries, in mineral and oil extraction, among many other applications promoting sustainability. Its
lightweighting materials enhance cleaner mobility, its formulations optimize the use of resources and its performance chemicals
improve air and water quality. Solvay is headquartered in Brussels with around 27,000 employees in 58 countries. Net sales were
€ 10.9 billion in 2016, with 90% from activities where Solvay ranks among the world's top 3 leaders. Solvay SA (SOLB.BE) is listed
on Euronext Brussels and Paris (Bloomberg: SOLB.BB - Reuters: SOLB.BR) and in the United States its shares (SOLVY) are traded
through a level-1 ADR program.
About deBotech
deBotech, Inc. provides quality carbon fiber and advanced composite products and have over twenty years of experience
designing, engineering and manufacturing everything from Americas Cup sailing spars, chassis and bodywork for various racing
syndicates as well as production parts for Automotive OEMs. Through our advanced manufacturing techniques and racing knowhow, we provide leading-edge equipment to help our country and athletes reach their dreams of winning Medals.



About USA Bobsled and Skeleton
USA Bobsled & Skeleton (USABS), based in Lake Placid, N.Y., is the national governing body for the sports of bobsled and skeleton
in the United States. USABS would like to thank its sponsors, suppliers and contributors for their support: BMW of North America,
Under Armour, Kampgrounds of America, Thorne Research, Boomerang Carnets, Hudl, Tesa Tape, PVS International, Ferris Mfg.
Corp, Stress Engineering, Machintek, deBotech, Carpenter and Solvay. For more information, please visit the USABS website
at www.usabs.com.
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